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(57) ABSTRACT 
A shoe having an anthropomorphic sole that copies the 
underlying stability, support, and cushioning structures of 
the human foot. Natural stability is provided by attaching a 
completely ?exible but relatively inelastic shoe sole upper 
directly to the bottom sole, enveloping the sides of the 
midsole, instead of attaching it to the top surface of the shoe 
sole. Doing so puts the ?exible side of the shoe upper under 
tension in reaction to destabilizing sideways forces on the 
shoe causing it to tilt. That tension force is balanced and in 
equilibrium because the bottom sole is ?rmly anchored by 
body Weight, so the destabilizing sideways motion is neu 
traliZed by the tension in the ?exible sides of the shoe upper. 
Support and cushioning is provided by shoe sole compart 
ments ?lled With a pressure-transmitting medium like liquid, 
gas, or gel. Unlike similar existing systems, direct physical 
contact occurs betWeen the upper surface and the loWer 
surface of the compartments, providing ?rm, stable support. 
Cushioning is provided by the transmitting medium pro 
gressively causing tension in the ?exible and semi-elastic 
sides of the shoe sole. The support and cushioning compart 
ments are similar in structure to the fat pads of the human 
foot, Which simultaneously provide both ?rm support and 
progressive cushioning. 
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SHOE SOLE STRUCTURES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates generally to the structure of 
shoes. More speci?cally, this invention relates to the struc 
ture of athletic shoes. Still more particularly, this invention 
relates to a shoe having an anthropomorphic sole that copies 
the underlying support, stability and cushioning structures of 
the human foot. Natural stability is provided by attaching a 
completely ?exible but relatively inelastic shoe sole upper 
directly to the bottom sole, enveloping the sides of the 
midsole, instead of attaching it to the top surface of the shoe 
sole. Doing so puts the ?exible side of the shoe upper under 
tension in reaction to destabiliZing sideWays forces on the 
shoe causing it to tilt. That tension force is balanced and in 
equilibrium because the bottom sole is ?rmly anchored by 
body Weight, so the destabiliZing sideWays motion is neu 
traliZed by the tension in the ?exible sides of the shoe upper. 

[0002] Still more particularly, this invention relates to 
support and cushioning Which is provided by shoe sole 
compartments ?lled With a pressure-transmitting medium 
like liquid, gas, or gel. Unlike similar existing systems, 
direct physical contact occurs betWeen the upper surface and 
the loWer surface of the compartments, providing ?rm, 
stable support. Cushioning is provided by the transmitting 
medium progressively causing tension in the ?exible and 
semi-elastic sides of the shoe sole. The compartments pro 
viding support and cushioning are similar in structure to the 
fat pads of the foot, Which simultaneously provide both ?rm 
support and progressive cushioning. 

[0003] Existing cushioning systems cannot provide both 
?rm support and progressive cushioning Without also 
obstructing the natural pronation and supination motion of 
the foot, because the overall conception on Which they are 
based is inherently ?aWed. The tWo most commercially 
successful proprietary systems are Nike Air, based on US. 
Pat. Nos. 4,219,945 issued Sep. 2, 1980, 4,183,156 issued 
Sep. 15, 1980, 4,271,606 issued Jun. 9, 1981, and 4,340,626 
issued Jul. 20, 1982; and Asics Gel, based on US. Pat. No. 
4,768,295 issued Sep. 6, 1988. Both of these cushioning 
systems and all of the other less popular ones have tWo 
essential ?aWs. 

[0004] First, all such systems suspend the upper surface of 
the shoe sole directly under the important structural ele 
ments of the foot, particularly the critical the heel bone, 
knoWn as the calcaneus, in order to cushion it. That is, to 
provide good cushioning and energy return, all such systems 
support the foot’s bone structures in buoyant manner, as if 
?oating on a Water bed or bouncing on a trampoline. None 
provide ?rm, direct structural support to those foot support 
structures; the shoe sole surface above the cushioning sys 
tem never comes in contact With the loWer shoe sole surface 
under routine loads, like normal Weight-bearing. In existing 
cushioning systems, ?rm structural support directly under 
the calcaneus and progressive cushioning are mutually 
incompatible. In marked contrast, it is obvious With the 
simplest tests that the barefoot is provided by very ?rm 
direct structural support by the fat pads underneath the bones 
contacting the sole, While at the same time it is effectively 
cushioned, though this property is underdeveloped in habitu 
ally shoe shod feet. 

[0005] Second, because such existing proprietary cushion 
ing systems do not provide adequate control of foot motion 
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or stability, they are generally augmented With rigid struc 
tures on the sides of the shoe uppers and the shoe soles, like 
heel counters and motion control devices, in order to provide 
control and stability. Unfortunately, these rigid structures 
seriously obstruct natural pronation and supination motion 
and actually increase lateral instability, as noted in the 
applicant’s pending U.S. applications Ser. Nos. 07/219,387, 
?led on Jul. 15, 1988; 07/239,667, ?led on Sep. 2, 1988; 
07/400,714, ?led on Aug. 30, 1989; 07/416,478, ?led on 
Oct. 3, 1989; and 07/424,509, ?led on Oct. 20, 1989, as Well 
as in PCTApplication No. PCT/US89/03076 ?led on Jul. 14, 
1989. The purpose of the inventions disclosed in these 
applications Was primarily to provide a neutral design that 
alloWs for natural foot and ankle biomechanics as close as 
possible to that betWeen the foot and the ground, and to 
avoid the serious interference With natural foot and ankle 
biomechanics inherent in existing shoes. 

[0006] In marked contrast to the rigid-sided proprietary 
designs discussed above, the barefoot provides stability at it 
sides by putting those sides, Which are ?exible and relatively 
inelastic, under extreme tension caused by the pressure of 
the compressed fat pads; they thereby become temporarily 
rigid When outside forces make that rigidity appropriate, 
producing none of the destabiliZing lever arm torque prob 
lems of the permanently rigid sides of existing designs. 

[0007] The applicant’s neW invention simply attempts, as 
closely as possible, to replicate the naturally effective struc 
tures of the foot that provide stability, support, and cush 
ioning. 

[0008] Accordingly, it is a general object of this invention 
to elaborate upon the application of the principle of the 
natural basis for the support, stability and cushioning of the 
barefoot to shoe structures. 

[0009] It is still another object of this invention to provide 
a shoe having a sole With natural stability provided by 
attaching a completely ?exible but relatively inelastic shoe 
sole upper directly to the bottom sole, enveloping the sides 
of the midsole, to put the side of the shoe upper under 
tension in reaction to destabiliZing sideWays forces on a 
tilting shoe. 

[0010] It is still another object of this invention to have 
that tension force is balanced and in equilibrium because the 
bottom sole is ?rmly anchored by body Weight, so the 
destabiliZing sideWays motion is neutraliZed by the tension 
in the sides of the shoe upper. 

[0011] It is another object of this invention to create a shoe 
sole With support and cushioning Which is provided by shoe 
sole compartments, ?lled With a pressure-transmitting 
medium like liquid, gas, or gel, that are similar in structure 
to the fat pads of the foot, Which simultaneously provide 
both ?rm support and progressive cushioning. 

[0012] These and other objects of the invention Will 
become apparent from a detailed description of the invention 
Which folloWs taken With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a typical athletic 
shoe for running knoWn to the prior art to Which the 
invention is applicable. 
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[0014] FIG. 2 illustrates in a close-up frontal plane cross 
section of the heel at the ankle joint the typical shoe of 
existing art, undeformed by body Weight, When tilted side 
Ways on the bottom edge. 

[0015] FIG. 3 shoWs, in the same close-up cross section as 
FIG. 2, the applicant’s prior invention of a naturally con 
toured shoe sole design, also tilted out. 

[0016] FIG. 4 shoWs a rear vieW of a barefoot heel tilted 
laterally 20 degrees. 

[0017] FIG. 5 shoWs, in a frontal plane cross section at the 
ankle joint area of the heel, the applicant’s neW invention of 
tension stabilized sides applied to his prior naturally con 
toured shoe sole. 

[0018] FIG. 6 shoWs, in a frontal plane cross section 
close-up, the FIG. 5 design When tilted to its edge, but 
undeformed by load. 

[0019] FIG. 7 shoWs, in frontal plane cross section at the 
ankle joint area of the heel, the FIG. 5 design When tilted to 
its edge and naturally deformed by body Weight, though 
constant shoe sole thickness is maintained undeformed. 

[0020] FIG. 8 is a sequential series of frontal plane cross 
sections of the barefoot heel at the ankle joint area. FIG. 8A 
is unloaded and upright; FIG. 8B is moderately loaded by 
full body Weight and upright; FIG. 8C is heavily loaded at 
peak landing force While running and upright; and FIG. 8D 
is heavily loaded and tilted out laterally to its about 20 
degree maximum. 

[0021] FIG. 9 is the applicant’s neW shoe sole design in a 
sequential series of frontal plane cross sections of the heel at 
the ankle joint area that corresponds exactly to the FIG. 8 
series above. 

[0022] FIG. 10 is tWo perspective vieWs and a close-up 
vieW of the structure of ?brous connective tissue of the 
groups of fat cells of the human heel. FIG. 10A shoWs a 
quartered section of the calcaneus and the fat pad chambers 
beloW it; FIG. 10B shoWs a horiZontal plane close-up of the 
inner structures of an individual chamber; and FIG. 10D 
shoWs a horiZontal section of the Whorl arrangement of fat 
pad underneath the calcaneus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0023] FIG. 1 shoWs a perspective vieW of a shoe, such as 
a typical athletic shoe speci?cally for running, according to 
the prior art, Wherein the running shoe 20 includes an upper 
portion 21 and a sole 22. 

[0024] FIG. 2 illustrates, in a close-up cross section of a 
typical shoe of existing art (undeformed by body Weight) on 
the ground 43 When tilted on the bottom outside edge 23 of 
the shoe sole 22, that an inherent stability problem remains 
in existing designs, even When the abnormal torque produc 
ing rigid heel counter and other motion devices are removed, 
as illustrated in FIG. 5 of pending U.S. application Ser. No. 
07/400,714, ?led on Aug. 30, 1989. The problem is that the 
remaining shoe upper 21 (shoWn in the thickened and 
darkened line), While providing no lever arm extension, 
since it is ?exible instead of rigid, nonetheless creates 
unnatural destabiliZing torque on the shoe sole. The torque 
is due to the tension force 155a along the top surface of the 
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shoe sole 22 caused by a compression force 150 (a com 
posite of the force of gravity on the body and a sideWays 
motion force) to the side by the foot 27, due simply to the 
shoe being tilted to the side, for example. The resulting 
destabiliZing force acts to pull the shoe sole in rotation 
around a lever arm 23a that is the Width of the shoe sole at 
the edge. Roughly speaking, the force of the foot on the shoe 
upper pulls the shoe over on its side When the shoe is tilted 
sideWays. The compression force 150 also creates a tension 
force 155b, Which is the mirror image of tension force 155a. 

[0025] FIG. 3 shoWs, in a close-up cross section of a 
naturally contoured design shoe sole 28, described in pend 
ing US. application Ser. No. 07/239,667, ?led on Sep. 2, 
1988, (also shoWn undeformed by body Weight) When tilted 
on the bottom edge, that the same inherent stability problem 
remains in the naturally contoured shoe sole design, though 
to a reduced degree. The problem is less since the direction 
of the force vector 155 along the loWer surface of the shoe 
upper 21 is parallel to the ground 43 at the outer sole edge 
32 edge, instead of angled toWard the ground as in a 
conventional design like that shoWn in FIG. 2, so the 
resulting torque produced by lever arm created by the outer 
sole edge 32 Would be less, and the contoured shoe sole 28 
provides direct structural support When tilted, unlike con 
ventional designs. 

[0026] FIG. 4 shoWs (in a rear vieW) that, in contrast, the 
barefoot is naturally stable because, When deformed by body 
Weight and tilted to its natural lateral limit of about 20 
degrees, it does not create any destabiliZing torque due to 
tension force. Even though tension paralleling that on the 
shoe upper is created on the outer surface 29, both bottom 
and sides, of the bare foot by the compression force of 
Weight-bearing, no destabiliZing torque is created because 
the loWer surface under tension (ie the foot’s bottom sole, 
shoWn in the darkened line) is resting directly in contact With 
the ground. Consequently, there is no unnatural lever arm 
arti?cially created against Which to pull. The Weight of the 
body ?rmly anchors the outer surface of the foot underneath 
the foot so that even considerable pressure against the outer 
surface 29 of the side of the foot results in no destabiliZing 
motion. When the foot is tilted, the supporting structures of 
the foot, like the calcaneus, slide against the side of the 
strong but ?exible outer surface of the foot and create very 
substantial pressure on that outer surface at the sides of the 
foot. But that pressure is precisely resisted and balanced by 
tension along the outer surface of the foot, resulting in a 
stable equilibrium. 

[0027] FIG. 5 shoWs, in cross section of the upright heel 
deformed by body Weight, the principle of the tension 
stabiliZed sides of the barefoot applied to the naturally 
contoured shoe sole design; the same principle can be 
applied to conventional shoes, but is not shoWn. The key 
change from the existing art of shoes is that the sides of the 
shoe upper 21 (shoWn as darkened lines) must Wrap around 
the outside edges 32 of the shoe sole 28, instead of attaching 
underneath the foot to the upper surface 30 of the shoe sole, 
as done conventionally. The shoe upper sides can overlap 
and be attached to either the inner (shoWn on the left) or 
outer surface (shoWn on the right) of the bottom sole, since 
those sides are not unusually load-bearing, as shoWn; or the 
bottom sole, optimally thin and tapering as shoWn, can 
extend upWard around the outside edges 32 of the shoe sole 
to overlap and attach to the shoe upper sides (shoWn FIG. 
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5B); their optimal position coincides With the Theoretically 
Ideal Stability Plane, so that the tension force on the shoe 
sides is transmitted directly all the Way doWn to the bottom 
shoe, Which anchors it on the ground With virtually no 
intervening arti?cial lever arm. For shoes With only one sole 
layer, the attachment of the shoe upper sides should be at or 
near the loWer or bottom surface of the shoe sole. 

[0028] The design shoWn in FIG. 5 is based on a funda 
mentally different conception: that the shoe upper is inte 
grated into the shoe sole, instead of attached on top of it, and 
the shoe sole is treated as a natural extension of the foot sole, 
not attached to it separately. 

[0029] The fabric (or other ?exible material, like leather) 
of the shoe uppers Would preferably be non-stretch or 
relatively so, so as not to be deformed excessively by the 
tension place upon its sides When compressed as the foot and 
shoe tilt. The fabric can be reinforced in areas of particularly 
high tension, like the essential structural support and pro 
pulsion elements de?ned in the applicant’s earlier applica 
tions (the base and lateral tuberosity of the calcaneus, the 
base of the ?fth metatarsal, the heads of the metatarsals, and 
the ?rst distal phalange; the reinforcement can take many 
forms, such as like that of corners of the jib sail of a racing 
sailboat or more simple straps. As closely as possible, it 
should have the same performance characteristics as the 
heavily calloused skin of the sole of an habitually bare foot. 
The relative density of the shoe sole is preferred as indicated 
in FIG. 9 of pending US. application Ser. No. 07/400,714, 
?led on Aug. 30, 1989, With the softest density nearest the 
foot sole, so that the conforming sides of the shoe sole do not 
provide a rigid destabiliZing lever arm. 

[0030] The change from existing art of the tension stabi 
liZed sides shoWn in FIG. 5 is that the shoe upper is directly 
integrated functionally With the shoe sole, instead of simply 
being attached on top of it. The advantage of the tension 
stabiliZed sides design is that it provides natural stability as 
close to that of the barefoot as possible, and does so 
economically, With the minimum shoe sole side Width pos 
sible. 

[0031] The result is a shoe sole that is naturally stabiliZed 
in the same Way that the barefoot is stabiliZed, as seen in 
FIG. 6, Which shoWs a close-up cross section of a naturally 
contoured design shoe sole 28 (undeformed by body Weight) 
When tilted to the edge. The same destabiliZing force against 
the side of the shoe shoWn in FIG. 2 is noW stably resisted 
by offsetting tension in the surface of the shoe upper 21 
extended doWn the side of the shoe sole so that it is anchored 
by the Weight of the body When the shoe and foot are tilted. 

[0032] In order to avoid creating unnatural torque on the 
shoe sole, the shoe uppers may be joined or bonded only to 
the bottom sole, not the midsole, so that pressure shoWn on 
the side of the shoe upper produces side tension only and not 
the destabiliZing torque from pulling similar to that 
described in FIG. 2. HoWever, to avoid unnatural torque, the 
upper areas 147 of the shoe midsole, Which forms a sharp 
corner, should be composed of relatively soft midsole mate 
rial; in this case, bonding the shoe uppers to the midsole 
Would not create very much destabiliZing torque. The bot 
tom sole is preferably thin, at least on the stability sides, so 
that its attachment overlap With the shoe upper sides coin 
cide as close as possible to the Theoretically Ideal Stability 
Plane, so that force is transmitted on the outer shoe sole 
surface to the ground. 
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[0033] In summary, the FIG. 5 design is for a shoe 
construction, including: a shoe upper that is composed of 
material that is ?exible and relatively inelastic at least Where 
the shoe upper contacts the areas of the structural bone 
elements of the human foot, and a shoe sole that has 
relatively ?exible sides; and at least a portion of the sides of 
the shoe upper being attached directly to the bottom sole, 
While enveloping on the outside the other sole portions of 
said shoe sole. This construction can either be applied to 
convention shoe sole structures or to the applicant’s prior 
shoe sole inventions, such as the naturally contoured shoe 
sole conforming to the theoretically ideal stability plane. 

[0034] FIG. 7 shoWs, in cross section at the heel, the 
tension stabiliZed sides concept applied to naturally con 
toured design shoe sole When the shoe and foot are tilted out 
fully and naturally deformed by body Weight (although 
constant shoe sole thickness is shoWn undeformed). The 
?gure shoWs that the shape and stability function of the shoe, 
sole and shoe uppers mirror almost exactly that of the human 
foot. 

[0035] FIGS. 8A-8D shoW the natural cushioning of the 
human barefoot, in cross sections at the heel. FIG. 8A shoWs 
the bare heel upright and unloaded, With little pressure on 
the subcalcaneal fat pad 158, Which is evenly distributed 
betWeen the calcaneus 159, Which is the heel bone, and the 
bottom sole 160 of the foot. 

[0036] FIG. 8B shoWs the bare heel upright but under the 
moderate pressure of full body Weight. The compression of 
the calcaneus against the subcalcaneal fat pad produces 
because it is contained and surrounded by a relatively 
unstretchable ?brous capsule, the bottom sole of the foot. 
Underneath the foot, Where the bottom sole is in direct 
contact With the ground, the pressure caused by the calca 
neus on the compressed subcalcaneal fat pad is transmitted 
directly to the ground. Simultaneously, substantial tension is 
created on the sides of the bottom sole of the foot because 
of the surrounding relatively tough ?brous capsule. That 
combination of bottom pressure and side tension is the foot’s 
natural shock absorption system for support structures like 
the calcaneus and the other bones of the foot that come in 
contact With the ground. 

[0037] Of equal functional importance is that loWer sur 
face 167 of those support structures of the foot like the 
calcaneus and other bones make ?rm contact With the upper 
surface 168 of the foot’s bottom sole underneath, With 
relatively little uncompressed fat pad intervening. In effect, 
the support structures of the foot land on the ground and are 
?rmly supported; they are not suspended on top of springy 
material in a buoyant manner analogous to a Water bed or 
pneumatic tire, like the existing proprietary shoe sole cush 
ioning systems like Nike Air or Asics Gel. This simulta 
neously ?rm and yet cushioned support provided by the foot 
sole must have a signi?cantly bene?cial impact on energy 
ef?ciency, also called energy return, and is not paralleled by 
existing shoe designs to provide cushioning, all of Which 
provide shock absorption cushioning during the landing and 
support phases of locomotion at the expense of ?rm support 
during the take-off phase. 

[0038] The incredible and unique feature of the foot’s 
natural system is that, once the calcaneus is in fairly direct 
contact With the bottom sole and therefore providing ?rm 
support and stability, increased pressure produces a more 
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rigid ?brous capsule that protects the calcaneus and greater 
tension at the sides to absorb shock. So, in a sense, even 
When the foot’s suspension system Would seem in a con 
ventional Way to have bottomed out under normal body 
Weight pressure, it continues to react With a mechanism to 
protect and cushion the foot even under very much more 
extreme pressure. This is seen in FIG. 8C, Which shoWs the 
human heel under the heavy pressure of roughly three times 
body Weight force of landing during routine running. This 
can be easily veri?ed: When one stands barefoot on a hard 
?oor, the heel feels very ?rmly supported and yet can be 
lifted and virtually slammed onto the ?oor With little 
increase in the feeling of ?rmness; the heel simply becomes 
harder as the pressure increases. 

[0039] In addition, it should be noted that this system 
alloWs the relatively narroW base of the calcaneus to pivot 
from side to side freely in normal pronation/supination 
motion, Without any obstructing torsion on it, despite the 
very much greater Width of compressed foot sole providing 
protection and cushioning; this is crucially important in 
maintaining natural alignment of joints above the ankle joint 
such as the knee, hip and back, particularly in the horiZontal 
plane, so that the entire body is properly adjusted to absorb 
shock correctly. In contrast, existing shoe sole designs, 
Which are generally relatively Wide to provide stability, 
produce unnatural frontal plane torsion on the calcaneus, 
restricting its natural motion, and causing misalignment of 
the joints operating above it, resulting in the overuse injuries 
unusually common With such shoes. Instead of ?exible sides 
that harden under tension caused by pressure like that of the 
foot, existing shoe sole designs are forced by lack of other 
alternatives to use relatively rigid sides in an attempt to 
provide sufficient stability to offset the otherWise uncontrol 
lable buoyancy and lack of ?rm support of air or gel 
cushions. 

[0040] FIG. 8D shoWs the barefoot deformed under full 
body Weight and tilted laterally to the roughly 20 degree 
limit of normal range. Again it is clear that the natural 
system provides both ?rm lateral support and stability by 
providing relatively direct contact With the ground, While at 
the same time providing a cushioning mechanism through 
side tension and subcalcaneal fat pad pressure. 

[0041] FIGS. 9A-9D shoW, also in cross sections at the 
heel, a naturally contoured shoe sole design that parallels as 
closely as possible the overall natural cushioning and sta 
bility system of the barefoot described in FIG. 8, including 
a cushioning compartment 161 under support structures of 
the foot containing a pressure-transmitting medium like gas, 
gel, or liquid, like the subcalcaneal fat pad under the 
calcaneus and other bones of the foot; consequently, FIGS. 
9A-D directly correspond to FIGS. SA-D. The optimal 
pressure-transmitting medium is that Which most closely 
approximates the fat pads of the foot; silicone gel is probably 
most optimal of materials currently readily available, but 
future improvements are probable; since it transmits pres 
sure indirectly, in that it compresses in volume under pres 
sure, gas is signi?cantly less optimal. The gas, gel, or liquid, 
or any other effective material, can be further encapsulated 
itself, in addition to the sides of the shoe sole, to control 
leakage and maintain uniformity, as is common convention 
ally, and can be subdivided into any practical number of 
encapsulated areas Within a compartment, again as is com 
mon conventionally. The relative thickness of the cushioning 
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compartment 161 can vary, as can the bottom sole 149 and 
the upper midsole 147, and can be consistent or differ in 
various areas of the shoe sole; the optimal relative siZes 
should be those that approximate most closely those of the 
average human foot, Which suggests both smaller upper and 
loWer soles and a larger cushioning compartment than 
shoWn in FIG. 9. And the cushioning compartments or pads 
161 can be placed anyWhere from directly underneath the 
foot, like an insole, to directly above the bottom sole. 
Optimally, the amount of compression created by a given 
load in any cushioning compartment 161 should be tuned to 
approximate as closely as possible the compression under 
the corresponding fat pad of the foot. 

[0042] The function of the subcalcaneal fat pad is not met 
satisfactorily With existing proprietary cushioning systems, 
even those featuring gas, gel or liquid as a pressure trans 
mitting medium. In contrast to those arti?cial systems, the 
neW design shoWn is FIG. 9 conforms to the natural contour 
of the foot and to the natural method of transmitting bottom 
pressure into side tension in the ?exible but relatively 
non-stretching (the actual optimal elasticity Will require 
empirical studies) sides of the shoe sole. 

[0043] Existing cushioning systems like Nike Air or Asics 
Gel do not bottom out under moderate loads and rarely if 
ever do so under extreme loads; the upper surface of the 
cushioning device remains suspended above the loWer sur 
face. In contrast, the neW design in FIG. 9 provides ?rm 
support to foot support structures by providing for actual 
contact betWeen the loWer surface 165 of the upper midsole 
147 and the upper surface 166 of the bottom sole 149 When 
fully loaded under moderate body Weight pressure, as indi 
cated in FIG. 9B, or under maximum normal peak landing 
force during running, as indicated in FIG. 9C, just as the 
human foot does in FIGS. 8B and 8C. The greater the 
doWnWard force transmitted through the foot to the shoe, the 
greater the compression pressure in the cushioning compart 
ment 161 and the greater the resulting tension of the shoe 
sole sides. 

[0044] FIG. 9D shoWs the same shoe sole design When 
fully loaded and tilted to the natural 20 degree lateral limit, 
like FIG. 8D. FIG. 9D shoWs that an added stability bene?t 
of the natural cushioning system for shoe soles is that the 
effective thickness of the shoe sole is reduced by compres 
sion on the side so that the potential destabiliZing lever arm 
represented by the shoe sole thickness is also reduced, so 
foot and ankle stability is increased. Another bene?t of the 
FIG. 9 design is that the upper midsole shoe surface can 
move in any horiZontal direction, either sideWays or front to 
back in order to absorb shearing forces; that shearing motion 
is controlled by tension in the sides. Note that the right side 
of FIGS. 9A-D is modi?ed to provide a natural crease or 
upWard taper 162, Which alloWs complete side compression 
Without binding or bunching betWeen the upper and loWer 
shoe sole layers 147, 148, and 149; the shoe sole crease 162 
parallels exactly a similar crease or taper 163 in the human 
foot. 

[0045] Another possible variation of joining shoe upper to 
shoe bottom sole is on the right (lateral) side of FIGS. 9A-D, 
Which makes use of the fact that it is optimal for the tension 
absorbing shoe sole sides, Whether shoe upper or bottom 
sole, to coincide With the Theoretically Ideal Stability Plane 
along the side of the shoe sole beyond that point reached 
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When the shoe is tilted to the foot’s natural limit, so that no 
destabilizing shoe sole lever arm is created When the shoe is 
tilted fully, as in FIG. 9D. The joint may be moved up 
slightly so that the fabric side does not come in contact With 
the ground, or it may be cover With a coating to provide both 
traction and fabric protection. 

[0046] It should be noted that the FIG. 9 design provides 
a structural basis for the shoe sole to conform very easily to 
the natural shape of the human foot and to parallel easily the 
natural deformation ?attening of the foot during load-bear 
ing motion on the ground. This is true even if the shoe sole 
is made conventionally With a ?at sole, as long as rigid 
structures such as heel counters and motion control devices 
are not used; though not optimal, such a conventional ?at 
shoe made like FIG. 9 Would provide the essential features 
of the neW invention resulting in signi?cantly improved 
cushioning and stability. The FIG. 9 design could also be 
applied to intermediate-shaped shoe soles that neither con 
form to the ?at ground or the naturally contoured foot. In 
addition, the FIG. 9 design can be applied to the applicant’s 
other designs, such as those described in his pending US. 
application Ser. No. 07/416,478, ?led on Oct. 3, 1989. 

[0047] In summary, the FIG. 9 design shoWs a shoe 
construction for a shoe, including: a shoe sole With a 
compartment or compartments under the structural elements 
of the human foot, including at least the heel; the compart 
ment or compartments contains a pressure-transmitting 
medium like liquid, gas, or gel; a portion of the upper 
surface of the shoe sole compartment ?rmly contacts the 
loWer surface of said compartment during normal load 
bearing; and pressure from the load-bearing is transmitted 
progressively at least in part to the relatively inelastic sides, 
top and bottom of the shoe sole compartment or compart 
ments, producing tension. 

[0048] While the FIG. 9 design copies in a simpli?ed Way 
the macro structure of the foot, FIGS. 10A-C focus on a 
more on the eXact detail of the natural structures, including 
at the micro level. FIGS. 10A and 10C are perspective 
vieWs of cross sections of the human heel shoWing the 
matriX of elastic ?brous connective tissue arranged into 
chambers 164 holding closely packed fat cells; the chambers 
are structured as Whorls radiating out from the calcaneus. 
These ?brous-tissue strands are ?rmly attached to the under 
surface of the calcaneus and eXtend to the subcutaneous 
tissues. They are usually in the form of the letter U, With the 
open end of the U pointing toWard the calcaneus. 

[0049] As the most natural, an approximation of this 
speci?c chamber structure Would appear to be the most 
optimal as an accurate model for the structure of the shoe 
sole cushioning compartments 161, at least in an ultimate 
sense, although the complicated nature of the design Will 
require some time to overcome eXact design and construc 
tion dif?culties; hoWever, the description of the structure of 
calcaneal padding provided by Erich Blechschmidt in Foot 
and Ankle, March, 1982, (translated from the original 1933 
article in German) is so detailed and comprehensive that 
copying the same structure as a model in shoe sole design is 
not difficult technically, once the crucial connection is made 
that such copying of this natural system is necessary to 
overcome inherent Weaknesses in the design of existing 
shoes. Other arrangements and orientations of the Whorls are 
possible, but Would probably be less optimal. 
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[0050] Pursuing this nearly eXact design analogy, the 
loWer surface 165 of the upper midsole 147 Would corre 
spond to the outer surface 167 of the calcaneus 159 and 
Would be the origin of the U shaped Whorl chambers 164 
noted above. 

[0051] FIG. 10B shoWs a close-up of the interior structure 
of the large chambers shoWn in FIGS. 10A and 10C. It is 
clear from the ?ne interior structure and compression char 
acteristics of the mini-chambers 165 that those directly 
under the calcaneus become very hard quite easily, due to 
the high local pressure on them and the limited degree of 
their elasticity, so they are able to provide very ?rm support 
to the calcaneus or other bones of the foot sole; by being 
fairly inelastic, the compression forces on those compart 
ments are dissipated to other areas of the netWork of fat pads 
under any given support structure of the foot, like the 
calcaneus. Consequently, if a cushioning compartment 161, 
such as the compartment under the heel shoWn in FIG. 9, is 
subdivided into smaller chambers, like those shoWn in FIG. 
10, then actual contact betWeen the upper surface 165 and 
the loWer surface 166 Would no longer be required to 
provide ?rm support, so long as those compartments and the 
pressure-transmitting medium contained in them have mate 
rial characteristics similar to those of the foot, as described 
above; the use of gas may not be satisfactory in this 
approach, since its compressibility may not alloW adequate 
?rmness. 

[0052] In summary, the FIG. 10 design shoWs a shoe 
construction including: a shoe sole With a compartments 
under the structural elements of the human foot, including at 
least the heel; the compartments containing a pressure 
transmitting medium like liquid, gas, or gel; the compart 
ments having a Whorled structure like that of the fat pads of 
the human foot sole; load-bearing pressure being transmitted 
progressively at least in part to the relatively inelastic sides, 
top and bottom of the shoe sole compartments, producing 
tension therein; the elasticity of the material of the compart 
ments and the pressure-transmitting medium are such that 
normal Weight-bearing loads produce sufficient tension 
Within the structure of the compartments to provide adequate 
structural rigidity to alloW ?rm natural support to the foot 
structural elements, like that provided the barefoot by its fat 
pads. That shoe sole construction can have shoe sole com 
partments that are subdivided into micro chambers like those 
of the fat pads of the foot sole. 

[0053] Since the bare foot that is never shod is protected 
by very hard callouses (called a “seri boot”) Which the shod 
foot lacks, it seems reasonable to infer that natural protection 
and shock absorption system of the shod foot is adversely 
affected by its unnaturally undeveloped ?brous capsules 
(surrounding the subcalcaneal and other fat pads under foot 
bone support structures). A solution Would be to produce a 
shoe intended for use Without socks (ie With smooth surfaces 
above the foot bottom sole) that uses insoles that coincide 
With the foot bottom sole, including its sides. The upper 
surface of those insoles, Which Would be in contact With the 
bottom sole of the foot (and its sides), Would be coarse 
enough to stimulate the production of natural barefoot 
callouses. The insoles Would be removable and available in 
different uniform grades of coarseness, as is sandpaper, so 
that the user can progress from ?ner grades to coarser grades 
as his foot soles toughen With use. 
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[0054] Similarly, socks could be produced to serve the 
same function, With the area of the sock that corresponds to 
the foot bottom sole (and sides of the bottom sole) made of 
a material coarse enough to stimulate the production of 
callouses on the bottom sole of the foot, With different 
grades of coarseness available, from ?ne to coarse, corre 
sponding to feet from soft to naturally tough. Using a tube 
sock design With uniform coarseness, rather than conven 
tional sock design assumed above, Would alloW the user to 
rotate the sock on his foot to eliminate any “hot spot” 
irritation points that might develop. Also, since the toes are 
most prone to blistering and the heel is most important in 
shock absorption, the toe area of the sock could be relatively 
less abrasive than the heel area. 

[0055] The foregoing shoe designs meet the objectives of 
this invention as stated above. HoWever, it Will clearly be 
understood by those skilled in the art that the foregoing 
description has been made in terms of the preferred embodi 
ments and various changes and modi?cations may be made 
Without departing from the scope of the present invention 
Which is to be de?ned by the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A shoe construction for a shoe, comprising: 

shoe upper that is composed of material that is ?exible 
and relatively inelastic at least Where said shoe upper 
contacts the areas of the structural bone elements of the 
human foot, and a shoe sole that has relatively ?exible 
sides; 

at least a portion of the sides of said shoe upper being 
attached directly to the bottom sole, While enveloping 
on the outside the other sole portions of said shoe sole. 

2. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 1 
Wherein said shoe sole conforms to at least a heel portion of 
the natural contour of the human foot, Whether under a load 
or unloaded, including at least a portion of its sides; 

and said shoe sole maintaining constant frontal plane 
thickness and varying sagittal plane thickness, With the 
heel area thicker than the forefoot area. 

3. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 2 
Wherein said bottom sole extends partly up the side of the 
midsole to join With said shoe sole upper sides. 

4. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 2 
Wherein said shoe upper is reinforced in the area of some or 
all essential structural support and propulsion elements, 
comprising the base and lateral tuberosity of the calcaneus, 
the base of the ?fth metatarsal, the heads of the metatarsals, 
and the ?rst distal phalange. 

5. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 2 
Wherein said shoe upper is attached on either the outer or 
inner surface of said bottom sole. 

6. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 2 
Wherein said shoe upper is attached at or near the loWer or 
bottom surface of said shoe sole. 

7. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 2, 
Wherein said shoe upper overlaps on either side the bottom 
sole or loWer sole surface When they join. 

8. A shoe construction for a shoe, comprising: 

a shoe sole With a compartment or compartments under 
the structural elements of the human foot, including at 
least the heel; 
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said compartment or compartments containing a pressure 
transmitting medium like liquid, gas, or gel; 

a portion of the upper surface of said shoe sole compart 
ment ?rmly contacts the loWer surface of said com 
partment during normal load-bearing; 

pressure from said load-bearing is transmitted progres 
sively at least in part to the relatively inelastic sides, top 
and bottom of said shoe sole compartment or compart 
ments, producing tension. 

9. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 8, 
Wherein shoe upper that is composed of material that is 
?exible and relatively inelastic at least Where said shoe 
upper contacts the areas of the structural bone elements of 
the human foot, and a shoe sole that has relatively ?exible 
sides; 

at least a portion of the sides of said shoe upper being 
attached directly to the bottom sole, While enveloping 
on the outside the other sole portions of said shoe sole. 

10. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said shoe sole conforms to at least a heel portion of 
the natural contour of the human foot, Whether under a load 
or unloaded, including at least a portion of its sides; 

and said shoe sole maintaining constant frontal plane 
thickness and varying sagittal plane thickness, With the 
heel area thicker than the forefoot area. 

11. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said bottom sole extends partly up the side of the 
midsole to join With said shoe sole upper sides. 

12. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said shoe upper is reinforced in the area of some or 
all essential structural support and propulsion elements, 
comprising the base and lateral tuberosity of the calcaneus, 
the base of the ?fth metatarsal, the heads of the metatarsals, 
and the ?rst distal phalange. 

13. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said shoe upper is attached on either the outer or 
inner surface of said bottom sole. 

14. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9 
Wherein said shoe upper is attached to the loWer surface of 
said shoe sole. 

15. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 9, 
Wherein said shoe upper overlaps on either side the bottom 
sole or loWer sole surface When they join. 

16. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 10 
Wherein a sole having a naturally contoured shape de?ned 
by a design Which conforms to the natural shape of the 
unloaded foot; 

Wherein the theoretically ideal stability plane is deter 
mined by the desired shoe sole thickness Which is 
normally constant in a frontal plane cross section; 

said sole including a midsole having a thickness or 
density variation to approximate a greater than natural 
stability, said midsole having material of greater thick 
ness or density nearer to the theoretically ideal stability 
plane and material of lesser thickness or density remote 
from said stability plane. 

16. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 10 
Wherein said compartments can be subdivided. 

17. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 10 
Wherein said sole has at least a portion using a natural Whorl 
structure to the subcalcaneal fat pad. 
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18. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 10 
wherein said sole has a least a portion using ?bers intercon 
necting compartments or subdivisions thereof. 

19. A shoe construction for a shoe, comprising: 

a shoe sole With a compartments under the structural 
elements of the human foot, including at least the heel; 

said compartments containing a pressure-transmitting 
medium like liquid, gas, or gel; 

said compartments having a Whorled structure like that of 
the fat pads of the human foot sole; 

load-bearing pressure being transmitted progressively at 
least in part to the relatively inelastic sides, top and 
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bottom of said shoe sole compartments, producing 
tension therein; 

the elasticity of the material of said compartments and 
said pressure-transmitting medium are such that normal 
Weight-bearing loads produce suf?cient tension Within 
the structure of said compartments to provide adequate 
structural rigidity to alloW ?rm natural support to said 
foot structural elements, like that provided the barefoot 
by its fat pads. 

20. The shoe sole construction as set forth in claim 19 
Wherein said shoe sole compartments are subdivided into 
micro chambers like those of the fat pads of the foot sole. 

* * * * * 


